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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Bay Area Concrete Recycling LLC (BACR) and the site owner (S&A Investment 
Holdings LLC, S&A) are committed to the City of Hayward to make significant site 
improvements to be included in the continued temporary interim operation of a Type A 
inert Recycling facility. 

As documented in the April AUP application package, the application for Temporary 
Administrative Use Permit would be to transition the existing Type A Inert Recycling 
Facility located at 24701 Clawiter Road to 3898 Depot Road (documented in the appeal 
package), in the City of Hayward in an orderly and controlled manner with “conditions” 
attached to this type of temporary use permit. 

Bay Area Concrete Recycling and S &A Investment Holdings LLC commit to improve the 
following aspects at 24701 Clawiter Road: 

1. Retain a licensed surveyor in the State of California to complete topographic 
exhibited of the entire 24701 Clawiter Site by October 5, 2018. Complete 
topographic survey exhibit by October 12, 2018. 

2. Retain licensed Civil Engineer and landscape architect by October 15, 2018 to 
complete a set of site improvement plans and landscape plans for the frontage 

improvements (20 ft landscape buffer and decorative screen wall and 

ornamental gate) alongside Clawiter Road. Target for full set of frontage 
improvement plans is end of October 2018. 

3. The Civil Engineer will prepare a full set of Site Improvement plans based on the 
completed topographic survey exhibit. The Site Improvement plans will be 
submitted to the City of Hayward by the end of November 2018. The site 
improvement plans show existing pavement and drainage infrastructure on the 
entire parcel and will include a set of grading, drainage and pavement plans. 

4. The partially completed concrete curb to delineate the materials on the southern 
side of the site will have the existing chainlink fence replaced to the original 
condition and the concrete curb completely finished/repaired to the end of the 
parcel to the West. The concrete curb repairs on the southern side of the site will 
be completed by end of October. 

5. A 25 ft wide concrete access road with concrete ultrablocks and 10ft wide 
bioswale will be installed alongside the entire northern portion of the site as 
future access to the site. This will be proposed as part of the site improvement 
plans to be submitted to the City of Hayward by end of November 2018. 

6. BACR remains committed to air quality and dust control. BACR submitted an 
Authority to Construct (Permit to Operate permanently at 24701 Clawiter Road, 
Hayward) on June 20, 2018 to the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 
(BAAQMD). BAAQMD personnel recently visited the site and has deemed the 
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application “incomplete” with a few aspects that need to be completed. BACR has 
gotten the commitment from its consultant this will be re-submitted by October 
12, 2018. 

This commitment to site improvement package also involves the project environmental 
controls for the operation of the Bay Area Concrete Recycling facility as described at 
the end of the commitment letter. 

 

EXISTING SITE SETTING, AND SITE DESCRIPTION  
EXISTING SITE SETTING 
The project is located in the City of Hayward (Figure G1) on the northwestern portion of 
a 4.76-acre site (parcel 439-0020-002-03) at 24701 Clawiter Road. The property is 
zoned Industrial and is surrounded by industrial uses. The nearest residence is 
approximately 1,500 feet from the property. The property has industrial uses to the north 
and south, Clawiter Road borders the property to the east and a Union Pacific railroad 
corridor borders the property to the west (Figure G2). There are two easements that are 
along the western portion of the property, parallel with the rail road tracks. The first 
being a PG&E Gas Line easement that requires a 15 foot setback and the second is a 
City and County of San Francisco Water Pipeline easement that requires a 40 foot 
setback. 

The eastern portion of the site is currently utilized as a truck storage and maintenance 
facility by Economy Trucking. The eastern portion of the site has been graded before 
and is either paved with asphalt or with broken concrete (to be repaired) and the larger 
northwestern portion of the site remains compacted earth with an upper layer of 
recycled aggregate base. Operating on the southwestern portion of the site is the Slurry 
Separation and Reuse™ Facility, operating fully on concrete pavement. Two warehouse 
buildings, one of which contains office space, currently exist on the property (Figure 
G2). 

SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Type A Inert Recycling operation was developed and is operational on the 
northwestern (back) approximately 2.15 acre portion of the site, beginning 
approximately 375 feet from Clawiter Road (Figure G3). The eastern portion of the 
property remains to be used as a truck storage and maintenance facility by Economy 
Trucking. The remaining portion of the northwestern site is hard compacted ground and 
will accommodate the raw material stockpile, crushing equipment, and finished 
aggregate stockpile. No portable office structures are necessary to run BACR. A 
secondary contained portable bathroom facility will be available between both 
warehouse building structures. Adequate Parking spaces will be provided along the 
southeastern portion of the site and the northeastern portion of the property will also 
have a 10 ft landscaped area (consisting of a vegetated swale) along the northern fence 
line as required by the municipal code. Operating on the southwestern portion of the site 
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is the Slurry Separation and Reuse™ Facility, operating fully on concrete pavement. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS FOR THE BACR FACILITY 
Hazardous Materials 
To prevent hazardous materials from being dumped with the loads of broken concrete, 
site the yard manager inspects the materials received at the site for potential 
contamination, with particular attention to color and request source of the type A inerts.  
If materials are stained, or exhibit any form of petroleum contamination, they are 
rejected. The yard manager can use a photo ionization detector (PID) to evaluate any 
volatile organic compounds that may be detected from the soil contained in a load. If the 
levels exceed 10 particles per million (ppm), the materials are rejected and cannot be 
allowed to dump. 

Equipment used at the operation will be powered with diesel fuel or be electric powered 
and all be registered with DOORS. The eastern portion of the property will remain a 
truck storage and maintenance facility, where a diesel refueling truck visits the site daily 
to refill the trucks' fuel tanks. This diesel refueling truck also supplies the Bay Area 
Concrete Recycling operating equipment (e.g., loader, excavators, crushing equipment, 
generator) with fuel. Any other petroleum product or hazardous material in small 
quantities necessary to operate the concrete recycling plant are stored inside one of the 
two existing warehouse buildings on the property (the maintenance shop). 

Noise 
The most substantial levels of noise generated from the operations are the diesel 
engines of the loader and excavator(s) that are used to move the Type A Inerts from the 
raw material stockpile and into the processing equipment. The crushers and vibrating 
screen of the crushing and screening plant are a source of noise from the operation. 
However, based on reports by the equipment's manufacturer, that noise is dissipated to 
approximately 50 decibels at a distance of 200 feet away. Therefore the noise levels will 
be at/or below 50 decibels at the property line. Raw Material stockpiles and finished 
material stockpiles can be optimally situated to block noise from areas of concern. 

Air Quality and Dust Control 
Dust from the processing of the materials is controlled using a state-of-the-art dust 
suppression system designed specifically for the crushing equipment that is used at all 
times at this facility and provided by Bosstek™. The misting and spray system is 
manually controlled using shut-off valves that enable the operator to adjust the amount 
of water used at each location of the crushing and screening plant in accordance with 
airboard regulations. The nozzles have an automated module with a solenoid and 
control relay activated by means of presence detector. The water used in the state of 
the art dust suppression system pulls water from the Slurry Separation™ and Reuse 
facility. There is no need to increase the existing 5/8 inch water supply currently 
providing the warehouses. 

Near the crushing and screening a Dustboss™ DB-30 will be operated to control the 
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finest of the dusts by breaking concrete: potential silica particles. The Dustboss™ DB-
30 will provide a small particle mist to knock down those particles to provide adequate 
operational conditions for workers to be present with appropriate training and those type 
of state-of-the-art engineering controls in-place. 

Furthermore, a water truck will be used to wet the nonpaved areas of the facility during 
dry seasons, a regenerative sweeper will be utilized to vacuum the dust particles on the 
concrete or asphalt paving. The water truck will also pull water from the Slurry 
Separationand Reuse™ facility. 

BACR submitted an Authority to Construct (Permit to Operate permanently at 24701 
Clawiter Road, Hayward) on June 20, 2018 to the Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District (BAAQMD); BAAQMD personnel recently visited the site and has deemed the 
application “incomplete” with a few aspects that need to be completed. BACR has 
gotten the commitment form its consultant this will be re-submitted by October 12, 2018. 

Stormwater 
A stormwater pollution prevention plan has been prepared under the General Industrial 
Stormwater Permit for the Slurry Separation and Reuse™ facility through the Regional 
San Francisco Bay Area Regional Water Quality Control Board (WDID #2 01I026068).  
The northwestern portion of the facility “base earth grade” is currently graded to an 
approximately 1 percent grade toward the Slurry Separation and Reuse™ facility (Figure 
G5). The Slurry Separation and Reuse™ facility has the capacity to contain all of the 
stormwater generated from the site. Stormwater generated from the type A inert facility 
will not be released into a municipal stormwater system. The type A inert facility 
together with the Slurry Separation™ and Reuse facility are self-contained. 

Sediment track-out from the unpaved portions of the site is a potential realistic scenario. 
The facility has installed a total length of 32ft long track out grates (TOG) assembly 
which every truck needs to drive over before transitioning on the paved portions of the 
site. Furthermore, a regenerative sweeper will be operated at all times the facility is in 
operation to assure that sediment trackout is controlled at all times on the paved 
portions of the facility as well as onto the public driveway. 

 
Sincerely, 
TBI ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS 
 

 
 
Tim Bauters, PhD, P.E. 
T:650-515-0393 
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TECHNICAL MEMORADUM 
As part of the Continuance for Temporary Permit AUP application by Bay Area Concrete 
Recycling LLC (BACR) and S&A Investment Holdings (S&A) were disappointed by the 
receipt of an additional notice of violation (NOV) at 24701 Clawiter Road, Hayward 
(Attachment A).  

As the City Staff is aware, BACR, S&A and its representatives have been working 
closely with Planning Staff on these issues.  Per Staff’s request, BARC/S&A submitted: 
(i) extensive documentation on October 3, 2018, entitled “Temporary Administrative Use 
Permit – Commitment to Site Improvements”; and (ii) extensive documentation on 
October 22, 2018, entitled “Documentation of Businesses at 24701 Clawiter Road”.  
Concurrently, BACR/S&A has submitted extensive documentation/responses to the Staff 
regarding the Depot Rd. application(s).   

This technical memorandum further addresses the violations listed in Attachment A, 
given the multiple actions taken by BACR and S&A (owner of the parcel at 24701 
Clawiter Road). 

In summary there are three (3) listed violations in the violation dated October 11, 2018 
at the 24701 Clawiter Road address: 

1. Property condition unlawful, detrimental to public health, safety, and/or general 
welfare (HMC Section 5-7.20, Public Nuisance-Unlawful): The required correction lists 
the following: “correct adopted building codes as identified in this Notice of Violation. All 
building permits required as a result of this NOV must be finaled no later than 120 day 
from the date of the permit issuance.”  S&A had been diligently working with the City of 
Hayward regarding achieving the required building permits (tenant improvement in the 
tire shop) Application (permit) No. 201702120, and the verbally required anchorage 
calculation for storage racks (Application (permit) No. 201805403 submitted on October 
16, 2018).   
 

2. Construction without the required building permit(s) (California Building Code 
Section 105.1, Permits Required).  The required corrective action lists “submit plans 
and obtain required building permit for the unpermitted first and second floor office space 
constructed at warehouse interior. To include all electrical, plumbing, heating and 
ventilation, and mechanical systems installed in un-permitted office space. OR…etc” 
S&A had been diligently working with the City of Hayward regarding achieving the 
required building permits. Unfortunately, S&A had to let go the first civil engineer and 
ultimately hired the design team from Design Everest Consulting Engineers (Mountain 
View) who submitted the entire package on October 23, 2018 inclusive of required 
calculations. It was identified that the City of Hayward will review this package prior to 
November 06, 2018 (attachment B) which is prior to the next inspection date as listed as 
November 11, 2018.  
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3. Violation of the Zoning Ordinance, including but not limited to permitted uses and 

approval of a Conditional or Administrative use permit, conditions of approval, 
building permits or other required or approved permit (HMC Section 10-1.180, 
Zoning ordinance Violation, Conditional or Administrative Use Permit 
Requirements.)  The required corrective action lists “Concrete crushing and recycle 
activities not approved under last approved use permit #10920. Obtain Planning 
Approval and approved use permit for Concrete crushing and recycling at site OR cease 
all unpermitted activities at site not approved in use permit 10920 to include: concrete 
recycling and crushing activity.” 
 

 
 The BACR Type A inert processing facility is located on the 2 to 2.5 acres in the 

northwestern portion of the site. Typically raw materials, consisting of broken concrete, 
bricks, and asphalt are “crushed” into smaller pieces which are then resold as a 
Recycled Caltrans Type II Aggregate Base or potentially further screened into recycled 
drain rock and sand. BACR does have the majority of the other required “use permits to 
operate at the site”. BACR is working on appropriate permanent airboard permits versus 
the current temporary permits it is operating under. 

 In discussion with the City a Temporary Administrative Use Permit (AUP) to provide “use 
permit” coverage until the BACR Type A inert processing facility is translocated to 3898 
Depot road. A temporary AUP was submitted to the City (Application No. 201801996), 
and on June 1, 2018 BACR received a letter stating that the application was complete 
(Attachment C). 

 This was followed by another letter by the City on July 6, 2018 which identified that the 
Temporary AUP was denied” (attachment D).  That denial has been appealed.  The City 
is aware of the appeal process, and therefore it would seem unfair to impose a notice of 
violation and potential penalties while such process is being implemented. 

 

In summary, BACR and S&A have submitted necessary (and required) submittals at 
multiple time frames to address some violations as listed in the violation. The violation 
letter does not appear to have changed from earlier received violations while significant 
actions have been undertaken on behalf of the owner and affected tenant: BACR. 

It is our understanding that the other businesses operating onsite Slurry Solutions and 
Economy Trucking Services are not affected by this violation notice; with potentially the 
exception being the front office as affected violations No. 1 & 2  

Please feel free to contact Tim Bauters, PhD, PE (650-515-0393) should you have any questions 

or comments. 
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Sincerely,  
 
TBI Engineering Civil Environmental Engineers 
 

 
 
 
Tim Bauters, PhD, PE  
President 

 



ATTACHMENTS 
 
  



ATTACHMENT A 
LATEST RECEIVED VIOLATION   









ATTACHMENT B 
FULL SUBMITTED PACKAGE FOR TENANT IMPROVEMENTS AT 24701 CLAWITER 

ROAD, RECEIPT OF SUBMITTAL   







ATTACHMENT C 
TEMPORARY AUP PERMIT SUBMITTAL 24701 CLAWITER ROAD, RECEIPT OF 

COMPLETE SUBMITTAL   





ATTACHMENT D 
TEMPORARY AUP PERMIT SUBMITTAL 24701 CLAWITER ROAD, RECEIPT OF DENIAL 
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